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Abstract: Time-series (TS) are employed in a variety of academic disciplines. In this
paper we focus on extracting probability density functions (PDFs) from TS to gain an
insight into the underlying dynamic processes. On discussing this “extraction” problem,
we consider two popular approaches that we identify as histograms and Bandt–Pompe. We
use an information-theoretic method to objectively compare the information content of the
concomitant PDFs.
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1. Introduction
Time series (TS) data originating from different physical/natural systems/processes usually contain
extremely valuable information. Traditionally, such information is conveyed in the form of probabilistic
distribution functions (PDFs) that, in some sense, represent the TS. The problem we discuss is how to
best extract that information from the time series. This, of course, is tantamount to asking for the best
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PDF that represents it. The indirect data always possess a stochastic component due to the omnipresent
dynamical noise [1,2]. Consequently, the specific procedure one employs in extracting a TS from given
data seriously affects the quality of the information one may gain.
To study this the extraction issue is the purpose of this paper. To do this we consider two popular
PDF extraction methodologies and analyze their information-content. Then we introduce a basis to
quantitatively assess the amount of information a PDF contains.
The extraction procedures are considered in Section II. Section III is devoted to the CR-divergence
family of entropic functionals. Two scenarios that will serve as applications are described in Section IV
and results are presented Section V. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
2. Two Popular Extraction Procedures
In this Section we generate an appropriate time-series (TS) and proceed to extract from it a suitable
PDF. The crucial issue is getting the “best” PDF that will properly “capture” either the physics at hand,
the nature of the associated underlying natural process, and/or the features of the TS-generating nonlinear
dynamical system. Two methodologies have become popular in this respect and we describe them in the
subsections below.
2.1. PDF Based on Histograms
In order to extract a PDF via amplitude-statistics, the interval [a; b] (with a and b the minimum and
maximum of the time series S(t) = fxt; t = 1;    ;Mg) is first divided into a finite number Nbin of
non-overlapping subintervals Ai: [a; b] =
SNbin
i=1 Ai and Ai
T
Aj = ;; 8i 6= j. One then employs the
usual histogram-method, which is based on counting the relative frequencies of the time series values
within each subinterval.
It should be clear that the resulting PDF lacks any information regarding temporal ordering (temporal
causality). The only pieces of information that result are the xt values that allow one to assign inclusion
within a given bin, thus ignoring the temporal order (this is, the subindex t). In addition, it is necessary
to consider a judiciously chosen optimal value for Nbin (see De Micco et al. [3]).
2.2. PDF Based on Bandt and Pompe’s Methodology
To use the Bandt and Pompe [4] methodology for evaluating the probability distribution P
associated with the time series (dynamical system), one starts by considering partitions of the pertinent
D-dimensional space that will hopefully “reveal” relevant details of the ordinal structure of a given
one-dimensional time series S(t) = fxt; t = 1;    ;Mg with embedding dimension D > 1 and time
delay  . In the following we take  = 1 as the time delay [4]. We are interested in “ordinal patterns”, of
order D [4,5], generated by
(s) 7!

xs (D 1); xs (D 2);    ; xs 1; xs

(1)
which assigns to each time s theD-dimensional vector of values at times s; s 1;    ; s (D 1). Clearly,
the greater the D value, the more information on the past is incorporated into our vectors. By “ordinal
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pattern” related to the time (s), we mean the permutation  = (r0; r1;    ; rD 1) of [0; 1;    ; D   1]
defined by
xs rD 1  xs rD 2      xs r1  xs r0 (2)
In order to get a unique result we set ri < ri 1, if xs ri = xs ri 1 . This is justified if the values of xt
have a continuous distribution so that equal values are very unusual. Otherwise, it is possible to break
these equalities by adding small random perturbations.
Thus, for the D! possible permutations  of order D, the associated relative frequencies can be
naturally computed by the number of times this particular order sequence is found in the time series
divided by the total number of sequences. The probability distribution P = fp()g is defined by
p() =
]fsjs M  D + 1; (s), has type g
M  D + 1 (3)
In this expression, the symbol ] stands for “number”.
The procedure can be illustrated with a simple example; let us assume that we start with the time series
f1; 3; 5; 4; 2; 5; : : :g, and we set the embedding dimension D = 4. In this case the state space is divided
into 4! partitions and 24mutually exclusive permutation symbols are considered. The first 4-dimensional
vector is (1; 3; 5; 4). According to Equation (1) this vector corresponds with (xs 3; xs 2; xs 1; xs).
Following Equation (2) we find that xs 3  xs 2  xs  xs 1. Then, the ordinal pattern that allows us
to fulfill Equation (2) will be [3; 2; 0; 1]. The second 4-dimensional vector is (3; 5; 4; 2), and [0; 3; 1; 2]
will be its associated permutation, and so on. For the computation of the Bandt and Pompe PDF, we
follow the very fast algorithm described by Keller and Sinn [6], in which the different ordinal patterns
are generated in lexicographic ordering.
The Bandt–Pompe methodology is not restricted to a time series (TS) representative of low
dimensional dynamical systems. It can be applied to any TS-type (regular, chaotic, noisy, or reality
based), with a very weak stationary assumption. This means the probability of finding xt < xt+k
should not depend on t [4]). It is assumed that enough data are available for a correct embedding
procedure, of course. The embedding dimension D plays an important role in the evaluation of the
appropriate probability distribution, because D determines the number of accessible states D!. The
minimum acceptable length of the time series that one needs in order to extract reliable statistics is
M  D!.
3. Quantifier of a PDF’s Information Content: the CR Divergence Measure
Our goal is to assess the informational content of the two methodologies reviewed above. To this end
we will use, following Judge andMittelhammer [7], the Cressie–Read family of divergence measures [8].
This family of divergence measures provides us with an objective assessment of how much information
a given PDF contains relative to a second PDF. In this sense, CR-divergences are extensions of the
celebrated Kullback–Leibler divergence. For two normalized, discrete probability distribution functions
(PDF) p and q, one has [8]
I(p; q; ) =
1
( + 1)
nX
i=1
pi [(
pi
qi
)   1] (4)
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where  is a parameter that indexes members of the CR family, and the pi represent the subject
probabilities. The qi’s are interpreted as reference probabilities. Being probabilities, the usual PDF
characteristics of pi; qi 2 [0; 1] for all i are assumed. The CR family of power divergences is defined
through a class of additive convex functions and the CR power divergence measure encompasses a broad
family of test statistics that leads to a broad family of likelihood functions within a moments-based
estimation context. In an extremum metrics scenario, the general Cressie-Read family of power
divergence statistics represents a flexible family of pseudo-distance measures from which to derive
empirical probabilities associated with indirect noisy micro and macro data [8].
As  varies, the resulting estimators that minimize power divergence exhibit qualitatively different
sampling behavior. As an illustration, a solution to the stochastic inverse problem, (for any given choice
of the parameter) may be formulated by recourse to empirical sample moments (as constraints) [9].
To place the CR family of power divergence statistics in an entropic perspective, we note that there
are corresponding Renyi and Tsallis families of entropy functionals-divergence measures [10]. As
demonstrated by Gorban et al. [9], over defined ranges of the divergence measures, the CR and entropy
families are equivalent. Relative to Renyi and Tsallis, the CR family has a more convenient normalization
factor 1=[( + 1)], and has proper convexity for all powers, both positive and negative. The CR family
has the separation of variables for independent subsystems [9] over the range of . This separation of
variables permits the partitioning of the state space and is valid for divergences in the form of a convex
function. In this preliminary illustrative effort we use  = 1.
3.1. The Information We Seek to Gain
The family of CR-divergences gives us an essential piece of information. Given two PDFs p and q,
I(p; q; ) permits us to determine what new information is contained in p relative to that contained in
q. If q is a uniform PDF, it conveys no information and I measures the information content of p. In the
present analysis p will be associated with the Bandt–Pompe PDF and q with the histogram procedure.
3.2. Three Main Variants of I(p; q; )
Three discrete CR alternatives for I(p; q; ), where  2 f 1; 0; 1g, have received the most attention,
empirically and in the literature, to date. In reviewing these, we adopt the notation CR() = I(p; q; ),
where the arguments p and q are tacitly understood to be evaluated at relevant vector values. In the two
special cases where  = 0 or  1, the notation CR(0) and CR(1) are to be interpreted as the continuous
limits, lim! 0 or lim! 1, respectively.
In the discrete instance in which the PDFs have n components, we let q be the uniform distribution
qi = 1=n, the reference distribution q is the empirical distribution function (EDF) associated with the
observed sample data.
The Kullback–Leibler p=q divergence is easily seen to emerge if we set  = 0, while if we set  =  1
we get the KL q=p.
Minimizing CR( 1) is then equivalent to maximizingPni ln pi and leads to the traditional maximum
empirical log-likelihood (MEL) objective function. Minimizing CR(0) is equivalent to maximizing
 Pni pi ln pi , and leads to the maximum empirical exponential likelihood (MEEL) objective function,
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which is also equivalent to Shannon’s entropy. Finally, minimizing CR(1) is equivalent to maximizing
(n=2)
Pn
i (p
2
i   n 1), and leads to the maximum log-Euclidean likelihood (MLEL) objective function.
Note the latter objective function is also equivalent to minimizing the sum of squares function
(~p  n 1~1)0 (~p  n 1~1), in self-explanatory notation.
4. Two Applications
We apply the preceding solutions’ framework considerations to time series generated by
 a celebrated nonlinear map,
 a physical model.
4.1. Essentials of the Logistic Map: A Short Review
The celebrated logistic map yields perhaps the simplest example of chaos. Thus, it is a useful tool
to illustrate new concepts in the treatment of dynamical systems. To do this, focus on the quadratic
map F : xn ! xn+1 [11–13], described by the ecologically motivated, dissipative system given by the
first-order difference equation
xn+1 = r  xn  (1  xn) (5)
where 0  xn  1 and r (0  r  4) represents the growth rate. The corresponding Lyapunov exponent
is evaluated numerically [11] via
(r) = lim
N!1
1
N
N 1X
n=0
ln jr(1  2xn)j (6)
where N is the iterations-number. Figure 1a,b display the well-known bifurcation diagram and the
corresponding Lyapunov exponent (), respectively, as a function of the parameter r in the range 3:5 
r  4:0, with r = 0:0001. We evaluate numerically the logistic map starting from a random initial
condition. The first 104 iterations are disregarded (transitory states), and the next N = 106 are used
for Lyapunov-evaluation using Equation (6) and information theory quantifiers. The resulting plot is
exceedingly well known and we repeat it below, together with its analysis, so that our discourse becomes
self-contained.
Figure 1a depicts the orbit diagram for the logistic map as a function of the parameter r, while Figure
1b displays the Lyapunov exponent for the logistic map vs. r. In the bifurcation diagram (Figure 1a),
for fixed r, a periodic orbit consists of a countable set of points, while a chaotic attractor fills out dense
bands within the unit interval. For r 2 [0; 1), xn = 0, one detects stable behavior. For r 2 [1; 3),
there exist only a single steady-state solution given by xn = 1   1=r. Increasing the control parameter
r 2 [3; r1] forces the system to undergo period-doubling bifurcations. Cycles of period 2; 4; 8; 16; 32   
occur, and if rn denotes the values of r for which a 2n cycle first appears, successive rn’s converge to the
limiting value r1 = 3:5699456 [11–13]. At r1 the final-state diagram splits into two distinct parts, the
period-doubling tree on the left and the area governed by chaos on the right. Here, the attractor becomes
chaotic and eventually completely fills up the interval via pairwise merging bands.
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Figure 1. (a) Orbit diagram for the logistic map as a function of the parameter r;
(b) Lyapunov exponent for the logistic map as a function of the parameter r.
4.2. The Classical-Quantum Transition and a Semi-Classical Model
We test our PDF-extracting approaches with reference to an important physical problem. The classical
limit of quantum mechanics (CLQM) is a subject that continues to attract much attention, and can
be regarded as one of the frontiers of physics research. Certainly, it is the source of much exciting
discussion (see, for instance, [14,15] and references therein). A particularly exciting sub-theme is that
of “quantum” chaotic motion with regard to the classical limit. Recent efforts provide us with many
examples, although an adequate definition of the underlying phenomena is understood in diverse fashion,
according to different authors (see [16] and references therein).
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Since the introduction of the decoherence concept in the early 1980s, by Zeh, Zurek, and
Habib [17–19] and others, the emergence of the classical world from Quantum Mechanics has been
a subject of much interest. It is clear that much quantum insight is to be gained from semiclassical
perspectives. Several methodologies, such as the WKB or the Born–Oppenheimer approach, are
available. The two-interacting systems, considered by Bonilla and Guinea [20], Cooper et al. [21],
and Kowalski et al. [22,23], constitute composite models in which one system is classical and the other
is quantal. This makes sense whenever the quantum effects of one of the two systems are negligible in
comparison to those of the other one. Examples include Bloch equations, two-level systems interacting
with an electromagnetic field within a cavity and collective nuclear motion. We deal with a special
bipartite system that represents the zero-th mode contribution of a strong external field to the production
of charged meson pairs [21,23]. The corresponding Hamiltonian is
H^ =
1
2
 
p^2
mq
+
PA
2
mcl
+ mq!
2x^2
!
(7)
where, (i) x^ and p^ are quantum operators, (ii) A and PA are classical canonical conjugate variables and
(iii) !2 = !q2 + e2A2 is an interaction term that introduces nonlinearity, where !q is a frequency. The
quantitiesmq andmcl are masses, corresponding to the quantum and classical systems, respectively. As
shown in [22], in dealing with Equation (7), one faces the following autonomous system of nonlinear
coupled equations
dhx^2i
dt
= hL^i
mq
; dhp^
2i
dt
=  mq !2hL^i
dhL^i
dt
= 2( hp^
2i
mq
 mq !2hx^2i)
dA
dt
= PA
mcl
dPA
dt
=  e2mq Ahx^2i
L^ = x^p^+ p^x^ (8)
The system of Equation (8) follows immediately from Ehrenfest’s relations [22]. The system is
numerically solved. The analysis of the system is done by plotting quantities of interest against a special
variable, called Er in [22], that ranges in [1;1]. For Er  1 the system is purely quantal. As Er grows,
quantum features are gradually lost and one enters the so-called semiclassical region. For very large
Er values, the system is classical. Time series for the system are to be extracted from a “signal” given
by the Er evolution of appropriate expectation values of the dynamical variables.
5. Results
We present in this section our main results regarding the two systems under scrutiny here.
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5.1. CR-Results for the Logistic Map
In Figure 2, we compare three different PDFs. One is obtained using the histogram technique, another
pertains to the BP methodology, and, for the sake of easy reference, we include the uniform PDF, that
conveys no information at all.
(1) At r = 3:5, cycles of period 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, : : : appear and we have chaos at r = 3:57, which
is clearly displayed in the graph. The histogram results greatly differ from the “uniform-PDF” (blue
line), which suggests that its information-content is significant. Notice that the BP line (black) is zero at
the periodic windows. This is easily understood, since temporal causality (the important BP feature) is
irrelevant for periodic motion.
(2) In the r interval [3:57; 3:63] chaos reigns: now causality and ordinal patterns become of the
essence. The time-series values for these r values exhibit an almost uniform distribution. This means
that the histogram PDF does not yield any information not possessed by the uniform PDF (blue line
at zero)! This kind of behavior repeats itself as chaotic windows and periodic ones alternate one after
the other, and the graph clearly depicts this effect. Intermittent behavior near the beginning and the
end of a periodic window is also detected and the histogram and BP lines are different form zero.
The histogram-technique “acquires” extra-information over the uniform PDF, whenever order prevails.
Alternatively, when chaos prevails, BP gains information over histograms. With the above reported
results in mind, we now turn to a physical scenario.
Figure 2. I(B-P,histogram,1) and I(histogram,uniform,1) for the logistic map as a function
of the parameter r.
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5.2. CR-physical Results
Signal vs. time graphs pertaining to the physical model are presented in Figure 3. Subplots 1–5
refer to solutions of the system Equation (8) (semi-quantum signal), for representative fixed values of
Er. Subplots 6–10 refer to solutions of the classical counterpart of the system Equation (8) (classical,
I = 0). We use (a) mq = mcl = !q = e = 1 and (b) the values E = 0:6, hLi(0) = L(0) = 0; and
A(0) = 0 as the initial conditions. The uppermost-left plot corresponds to the “pure quantum” signal.
At the bottom-right, we plot the classical signal vs. time. The remaining plots refer to intermediate
situations. All quantities are dimensionless. The results for our three PDFs are compared in Figure 4, as
we did earlier for the logistic map.
Figure 3. Signal vs. time graphs. Subplots 1–5: solutions of the system Equation (8)
(semi-quantum signal), for representative fixed values of Er. Subplots 6–10: solutions of the
classical counterpart of the system Equation (8) (classical, I = 0). We took mq = mcl =
!q = e = 1. Initial conditions: E = 0:6, hLi(0) = L(0) = 0; and A(0) = 0. The
uppermost-left plot corresponds to the “pure quantum” signal. At the bottom-right we plot
the classical signal vs. time. The remaining are intermediate situations. All quantities are
dimensionless.
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Figure 4. Normalized Cressie–Read divergence ( = 1). I(B-P,histogram,1) and
I(histogram,uniform,1) are plotted vs. Er.
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The CR results indicate that the performance of BP is so good that it makes consideration of the
histogram PDF irrelevant. Notice that the horizontal coordinate Er in our graphs is, essentially, an
effective Planck constant. At Er = 1 we have the actual Planck value. It vanishes as Er tends to infinity.
We have a signal that represents the system’s state at a given Er. Sampling that signal we extracted
several PDFs. One way of doing this is via histograms. Another way is using the B-P approach. What
is suggested by the CR-divergence method is that the histogram-PDF does not provide any information
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about the physics at hand. This occurs because a uniform PDF contains as much information about the
physics as the histogram one!
It seems important to emphasize the following point. Periodicity in the quantal zone is seen in this
work to be quite different from that of the logistic map, as indicated by the behavior of the CR-divergence
measure. In the logistic case we are concerned with just 2; 4; 8; : : : states, while in the physical example
there exists an infinite number of periodic states for which causality turns out to be an important factor,
because BP-values are significantly larger than the histogram values (the black lines touches the unity
value!).
Finally, in Figure 5 we compare the CR(BP-Histogram), in black, to the CR(Histogram - BP), in red.
This comparison indicates that the histogram approach does not add any information to that provided by
the BP-PDF.
Figure 5. Normalized Cressie–Read divergence ( = 1). I(B-P,histogram,1) and
I(histogram,B-P,1) are plotted vs. Er.
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6. Conclusions
The study and characterization of time series, by recourse to conventional parametric statistical
theory tools, assumes that the underlying probability distribution function (PDF) is given. However,
for extracting an unknown PDF from the data, a superior nonparametric procedure does not exist.
Our present work involves the use of Bandt and Pompe’s methodology for the evaluation of the PDF
associated with scalar time series data, using a symbolization technique. The symbolic data are created
by ranking the values of the series and defined by reordering the embedded data in ascending order. This
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yields a phase space reconstruction with embedding dimension (pattern length) D and time lag  . In
this way it is possible to quantify the diversity of the ordering symbols (patterns) derived from a scalar
time series, using Bandt–Pompe PDF. It is important to note that the appropriate symbol sequence arises
naturally from the time series without any model-based assumptions.
We have employed the CR-divergence measures in order to obtain a definite, quantitative assessment
of the superior performance of the BP-approach.
To this end, we have compared the PB approach, via CR-divergence measures, with two other PDFs
obtained in different fashion, with reference to the Logistic Map and to a well-known physical problem.
We have confirmed the BP-superiority relative to their counterparts and we have also gained some
insights concerning details of the physical problem.
Previous papers have examined the relative merits of the histogram vs. the BP approach (for
instance, see the excellent review [5] and the references therein). However, these approaches rely on
visual inspection of the concomitant curves so as to compare signals with their PDF-representatives
(for instance, see [24]). Our work adds an objective assessment, via CR-divergences, that dominates
visualization.
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